Reimagining the future of library services
We aren’t even close to seeing the end of COVID-19 impacts. Leading libraries are reimagining
the future. From reacting quickly to local lockdown restrictions and closing their doors, libraries
have pivoted to shine in the digital space with virtual events and increased digital content.
As libraries continually adapt, they need to make sure people feel safe and that they choose
partners who can help them show resiliency in light of economic uncertainty. New behaviors and
shifts will create the new normal, budgets will be stressed, and bibliotheca offers a comprehensive
range of solutions to help libraries navigate this change and become the library of the future.

React

Pivot

Adapt

Evolve

Close physical spaces
due to lockdown
restrictions

Increase marketing of
virtual services and digital
content

Ensure people feel safe
when using spaces and
services

Create future services
based on society and
behavior shifts

Ensuring library users feel safe
Our connected ecosystem of technology solutions provides the best user experience and is
continually evolving to ensure strategic long-term value for your library. Throughout the short-term
COVID-19 emergency, these solutions can also help ensure library users and staff feel safe.

Mobile checkout
Borrow items with personal
devices using the cloudLibrary
checkout app

Quarantine returns
Utilize automated returns and
flex bookDrop to ensure safety

Provide for users
Offer library access at
dedicated times with open+
and digital access via the
cloudLibrary content app

Reduce contact
Provide touchless interactions
at the selfCheck and unlimited
digital access via the
cloudLibrary content app

Expand delivery
Offer 24/7 borrowing or holds
pickup via remoteLocker solution

Limit occupancy
Limit users simultaneously in the
library and allow for schedule
appointments with open+

Grow collections
Expand digital collections with
cloudLibrary sharing algorithm

Start the conversation about reopening safely today.
Contact our team

www.bibliotheca.com | @smartlibraries
linkedin.com/company/bibliotheca

info-us@bibliotheca.com
800.328.0067

info-ca@bibliotheca.com
877.207.3127

bibliotheca Latin America
info-pa@bibliotheca.com
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